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Kirk Gibson

Kirby Puckett

Barry Bonds

TEIMGEN
VIDEO GAMES^

R.B.I. '93 puts you into the big. leagues with nearly

700 REAL Major League Baseball Players from all 28

professional rosters, including Colorado and Florida.

Plus you'll face them on their

' own turf—from Chicago's

f f rieiSdly confines to the Big

Green Monster in Bostonjv *
,

So before you pick up a baseball

K .ga/ife.for yourGeneSis. make
m sure it's not on,e of those bush-

m league efforts with phony
stadiums and fake player nacnes

f t,a ken frofh the local phone book.

It's -eras^, just look for

R.B.i: '93 ... it's the only

game in town. , i



Mark McGwire

i 0\ cornpf>

«Ca\WPwnJ!!

»ev'eaw
es

and wo W»
delense-"*

Biggest~-s.elling baseball series in

video-game history

Improved and upgraded gameplay
features, including Home Run
Derby, Fielding Practice and Individual
Player Perfbrmance Stats

Full player rosters for all 28 professional
teams-—including new Colorado and Florida
franchises

Rea), fully detailed home stadiums for all 28,

Sega and Genesis are Trademarks 01-3 a enterprises. Utd.
RBI: TM Atarjjfcames: Licensed to Tengcn. Inc 1993 Tengei
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ME Fill

DAVE HALVERSON

ANDREW COCKBURN

TOM STRATTON.

KELLY RICKARDS

MASAHITO KAGITA -

'TIM LINDQUIST

& GEORGE WEISING

ELAINE SCHINGS

TERRY WOLFINGER

SOFT BANK. MEDIA WORKS.
ASCII C8RP., TAKARAJIMA.

TOKUMA INTERMEDIA. GAME
ARTS, MR/TAKAHASHI &
TOMOKO. ANDY FELL

Welcome to another edition of your magazine. Now that I’ve stuck my eyes back into my
head, here’s what’s on my mind.

Something new and very exciting is about to hit our industry. I didn’t know how exciting it

really was until this week but, now that I’ve seen it with my own eyes, I am excited. It’s 3DO.

the new 32 bit game system that may change the way you look at games from this point

forward. I’m not talking about another upgrade, but about a whole new world of gaming.

I already know what you’re saying; “I just got my Sega CD (or SNES) and now here we go

again”. Well, if I was you, I’d hold onto both as neither has even come close to reaching its

capabilities and will undoubtedly reach incredible new heights in the years to come. Not to

mention the fact that, most likely, by late ‘93/early ‘94, Sega’s going to launch a 32 bit sys-

tem of its own which will hopefully be downwardly compatible. Nintendo’s got the SFX, a

new 32 meg board and their own CD in the works (don’t get your hopes up ‘til late next year

though). kf a

ifllabout 3DO, w(fe’re not talking aboutan up'grade, but about a whole new stan-

st of all, satisfy the needs of gamefrs over 20 (and introduce

right out of the gate. I guaranteWif.you’ve got the money,

lu’ll buy it, that’s it. No questions"§isked. Eventually, after a

irice inevitably will drop, and because of its vast array of

Jjre.
'

' C . m '

So, the way I seejTf there will rarthree giants; Sega, Nintendo ahd 3DO, a perfercNblend to

meet all gamerfemeeds and a wicOTange of prices to meet their pocketbooks. AcWfellv, the

big investment is in the hardwarlfcames for all three will stay about the same.

The good news is that gaming is nfere to stay, and reaching incredible newdevels so that

young, old and evqpfehe in between can now enjoy the greatest lifestyle in the world ...

L When we tal

video gaming.

I

We at Game Fai

1h*e new systei

companies to brj

Sfhe futile, my

IP.S. I’d like to h®

ooking fon

thetfuture, i

you up to da

Fendsus Iqokmi

rard to bringinayou 3DO in a|J its splendor, as well as all

fld we will b^/orking right along side the development

I informatioif antkgafhe reviews like only^Game Fan can.

extremely bright, ya next month.

viewpoints on the 3D0 and the future as yoi^see vL Also, if you're



This Gal Gets Around!

From Renovation /Wolf Team

Over 30 minutes of full

motion animation!

Test your action-reaction

skills with 3 levels

of difficulty!

This Gal's been all over, from 70,000,000 B.C. to 4,000 A.D! She’s travelins the world searches through time for

the devious Luda. Help her stop Luda before the world is destroyed. Jump onto your time machine as you travel

through 16 exciting eras from the past, present and future. Leap from plane to plane in a WWII dog fight, sail a

Spanish Galleon on the high seas, battle robots in a space station and escape from hungry dinosaurs.

Can you and Time Gal brave the challenges and catch Luda before time runs out?

Here’s one date you won’t forget!

nElSOmfiON
Renovation Products, Inc. 4655 Old Ironsides Dr.. Suite 265 Santa Clara, CA 95054



Welcome to Game Fan's TOP TEN and MOST WANTED section. Here are thf results based on your cards and let-

ters.... K,eep them coming, because each time you write in (see instructions oelow) your name will go i"*~

monthly drawing to win one of the goodies on the bottom of the page. So make your picks and send 'em in!

r
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Street Fighter II <snes)

Sonic 2 (gen)

X-Men (gen)

Fatal Fury <gen>

Streets of Rage 2 <gen>

Ecco the Dolphin <gen)

Zelda 3 (snes)

Mario Kart (snes)

Flashback <gen)

Pro Quarterback (gen>

f
MOST WANTED1

P

1

2

3
4

5

6

7
8

9

10

Sonic CD (mega cd)

Silpheed (megacd)

Batman CD (sega cd)

Final Fight CD (sega cd>

Final Fantasy III (snes)

Shinobi III (gen)

Mortal Kombat isegacd)

Battletoads (snes)

Terminator CD (sega cd>

Lunar (sega cd) K:

Mason Asano Jj

SNES GENESIS,
Gamer. Tom Slick, o«j>
FREE rear of G;

>

following winners of last month’s contest:

lunakai, Hi Sam Mathewes of Casper, Wy
oseph Winborn of Virginia Beach, Va

LYNXItt!! (C.ooi ha?}

t Enquirer’s pick of the mdnth.

. i

All you have to do to enter the drawing is fill out the readers survey/ TOP TEN card on page 101 and include a list of your

top 10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren’t out yet, then send them to:

GAME FAN TOP TEN 6400 Independence Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Drawing is limited to One (1) entry per person per month. Hope to hear from you soon.

Drawings will be held on the 21st of each month. The three (3) winners will be notified by mail and listed on this page.
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Brothers

(SNES)

PLAY 1ST & 2ND PLAYER AS THE SAME CHARACTER.
At the title screen enter the 2 player mode. At the select player screen put the cursor of

player 1 and player 2 on either side of the player that you want to play. Press in the direc-

tion of the target player at same time from both sides. If it works the 2P cursor should
combine with the 1 P cursor on top of your target character.

3AHE LEVEL NORMAL

Batman Returns (snes)

TO START THE GAME WITH 9 CONTINUES
Enter the option screen, then using the 2nd controller press:

up, X, left, Y, Down, B
,
Right, A, Up then X. You should hear a

chime and can now continue 9 times.

TO START WITH 9 LIVES
Enter the option screen, then using the 2nd controller press:

Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, and A. And
you will be able to boost your lives up to 9.

Combatribes(SNES)
30 CREDITS

At the game over screen hold down L, R
and Select on the 2nd controller until the

title screen appears. Now go to the option

menu and set the credits to 30.

OPT I OIM

*

Cyborg Justice (gen)

OPTION MENU
Start the game then press pause when the game starts then press

C, B, B, C, C, A, C, B. If done correctly an option menu should

appear allowing you to increase lives, change stages and get to

the ending.

Sonic 2 (gen)

PLAY SUPER TAILS ON 2 PLAYER SINGLE SCREEN
Go to the option screen and go to the sound test (This part is important, after every

number you move to, press the B button to start the music). The numbers are: 19. 65,

9 and 17. If the code works properly you should hear a chime after pressing B the

last time. Then go to the title screen, hold down A and press start. You will be
warped to round select screen. Then at the round select screen listen to 4, 1, 2,

6, 1, 9, 9, 2, 1. 1, 2, 4 in order. Set the cursor on any stage and press start

while holding A button. Then using Sonic, (or Tails) collect 50 coins or

more and jump. Sonic should turn into Super Sonic. Then using character

change (Press A button to select characters, B button to change the

character, and C button to set the character or items) place an item box,

(shown on picture) and Tails will turn into Super Tails. Tails^
should have stars around him and run faster than usual,

* f



UNPLUG ELECTRO BATTLE DR. OCTOPUS'
WTTH WEB-SWINGING ARMY Of ARMS!

ACTON!

ACTON SO INTENSE IN AND OUT OF THE
ONLY 1 5 FEET OF STEEL RING MAYHEM!
CAN CONTAIN IT!

DESTROY CYBERDYNE
RESEARCH!

GAME GEAR^

For more portable power, check out the bodyslamming excitement of WrestleMania*
Steel Cage Challenge™, the amazing web-swinging action of Spider-Man*: Return of the Sinister

Six™, ana the explosive firepower of Terminator™ 2: Judgment Day. Gear up for great graphics
and game play with the biggest superstars on Game Gear™!

GAME GEAR

.TMWcomMangFM.
, X. Al ngMa raaarvad SPOtRUMIlamHot:

"C Mngh»taaar»M TEMWUTOR- 2JU0GMEHT DAY. T2 ENOOSXELETOM and Oapcaon <t ENOOSXEUTON arankmU C»*o
*' ' an Saga arid Gam. Gaar ara aadamvfcs cf Saga EnMqnsas LU FV^g Edgt * a *aacn 0* Aetfaffl E/dartantnart. Inc
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MOVES. MUSr
THINK MOVES-

WITH BOTH
HER.OES
Behj g»

VICTORIOUS,

they
COMTIfJue
TO 3TAbe

Tuoo...

' WITH THE POSTMIESTER.
CHAU-EKIG.IWO THE BEAUTIFUL

"MY SHAROWA"AK/D HER
DEADLY FALLS
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“...THE FASTEST PRODUCTION
CAR IN THE WORLD...”
-The Guinness Book of Records 1993

JAGUAirleiio
Strap a saddle on 542 horses and ride

this Silver Rocket to 213 mph.

It’s the only road beast on the globe that

CAN BE CALLED “FASTEST IN THE WORLD.”

So keep your Lotus, Ferrari and Porsche

in the garage. ..Jaguar XJ220 has arrived.

The tracks are laden with hair

RAISING HAIRPIN TURNS. KILLER

CORKSCREWS AND STRAIGHTAWAYS

SO FAST THE RED AND BLUE SAFETY

TIRES SMEAR INTO PURPLE HAZE...”

-Sega Visions

c 1993 CORE DESIGN Limited.

e 1993 Victor entertainment, Inc.

IMO LICENSE Of JAGUAR CARS LIMITED. U.K.

TOR PLAY ON THE SEGA CD™ SYSTEM
SEGA. SEGA CD AND SEGA SEAL Of QUALITY
ARE TRADEMARKS Of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD.
all Rights Reserved

JVC
3800 Barham Blvo ,

Suite 305

LOS ANGELES. CA 90068
SEGA
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SKID’S PICK SGT. GAMER’S PICK TOM SLICK’S PICK B THE ENQUIRER’S PICK

RATED BY: SKID THE ENQUIRERSGT. GAMER TOM SLICK

Battletoads put me in the

zone like never before.

Games of this caliber

come along only a few

times a year. A finely

crafted masterpiece.

1 2 years after the initial

release of the Mega CD,
Sega and Malibu finally

welcome you to the

“next level”. Batman CD
is an instant classic!

I'll be telling my grand

kids about that beautiful

day in ‘93 when I brought

this game to its knees. If

you don’t like Toads, you
don’t like games.

Out of all the hot new
carts we recieved this

month I had to pick

most definitely be my
game of the year.

CD - 2 PLAYER - SEE REVIEW P6.

QO -
• It took a while, but it's finally

00 here. Everything the arcade—

‘

has is found on this hot CO.
The sound effects are bone breaking

and the arranged music compliments

also great. It's Just after playing

Streets Of Rage 2. everything else is

not enough.

the droolome-

going to redefine home racing games.

lurching sprites and buildings that are

your car driving. Jag

The game concept is neat,

unfortunately It gets very

repetitive. The animation is

do a SF2 type fighter,

kick boxing, buy this



yumimimmx

This is pretty much your
standard RPG, nothing fancy,

nothing technologically supe-

Interested in

i RPG really

Sorcerer's Kingdom didn't

have the huge impact on me
that Lunar and Landstalker

did. I think that it's a good entry-level

RPG. but veterans of the role playing

field may find it a bit mild. However,

with the RPG shortage we re experl- excited about Sorcerer's Klngdor

encing, If you don't play imports, this Let the E. Storm's of the world de

one will hold you until Shining Force . with it. I pass.

This is proof positive that

somebody in Japan finally

found the correct path to

:hip in the Sega CD. Although
and fun factor

graphics pixely. After playing

companies
' scaling the system

i

I

Midnight Resistance will

always be kind of special to

me. because it filled such a Strlderclassic to boot. This Data
arcade gem caused quite a stir

action/platlor

players.

MM



MARIO IS

/*•/ f#

nro ii

i first SNES fighting

truely amazing. The
is what makes the

challenge. I ;

i be dazziling

reminds me of. The re-drawn objects

are smooth and the tracks are fast.

iffercnt tracks.

overhead driving
|
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“One of the best”
Electronic Gaming Monthly

With so much firepower at your fingertips, you're

expected to win, right? Wrong! Even with super

beam, smart bombs and power line super weapons at

your disposal, your enemies will see that you face the

ultimate in terror!

Super Turricari“ is one of the finest Action/Adventure

ames you'll ever see, feel, play or hear! That's right,

ear! With full-feature Dolby Surround Sound”*, irthe

incredible graphics don't toast you, the sound alone is

enough to turn your brain into a crispy critter.

Try and survive 1 3 levels of the most unusual worlds

ever seen. Over 1000 screens. High-tech weaponry.

Brilliant special effects, 3-D graphics and exhilarating

gameplay!

A warning to the cocky player who thinks he's seen it

all: here you better expect the unexpected!

For your Super NES •
& NES systems.

'JUl Ike T^uUf"

NINTENDO/ SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM,® ond the offidol seal are the trademarks of Nintendo of America Int, 01992 Nintendo of America Ip; 01993 Seiko Corp.USA
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Since its arcade debut back
in ‘89, home systems have
stayed dry of a faithful trans-

lation of Capcom’s Final

Fight, a game that will defi-

nitely become a classic and
is almost solely responsible
for the fighting/action game
craze of the early nineties.

Enter the Sega CD, bring-

ing the memory needed to 'dup.' this arcade
experience. Yes, this version is 99% exact to

the arcade, except for the music...which is bet-

ter. Sega has also added to the intro and
ending, making Final Fight a must have game
for CD owners. For those of you who haven't

played FF in the arcades, don't be surprised

when the screen is full and you get a little

slow down, this was also present in the coin-

op. Final Fight puts a lot on screen at once ...

posh stEHSI



a lot! So, you've got a per-

fect translation, but that's

not all. This new CD ver-

sion features an all new
‘time attack' where, in the

allotted amount of time, you
go head-to-head or solo
and take out as many ene-
mies as possible, all against

totally new backgrounds

(use Haggar here, his kill time is

much quicker that Cody or Guy's).

So, this is the Final Fight you've
been waiting for. This CD is a com-
plete package in every way; graph-

ics, control and music. Now that

Capcom is an official licensee, I

hope that Mega Man or Bionic
Commando won't take so
long...more Capcom, please.



ONKEY

I have to start off by saying that I was very pleased to find out t

hat 1 was writing the review on Monkey Island. 1 have never ow —
1

ned a computer nor have 1 really played many interactive game
s, outside of Willie Beamish, so this was a welcome challenge f

or me. 1 guess all 1 can say is Wow! Whoever designed and wro
te the script for this game has a hilarious sense of humor. Your
name is Guybrush Threepwood and your ultimate goal in life is

to become a pirate. The game takes you through the whole Ion

g journey of how to become a pirate and ultimately solving the

4

secret of Monkey Island. The names of the characters and the b
attle scenes are probably the funniest parts of the game. In the

battle scenes, you must choose insults and the proper come-
backs in order to win the fights. There are also many, many ch
oices for you to pick from in each situation, not necessarily ch
anging the outcome, but just for more lengthy fun.

If you can live with the access time on the game, its definitely o
ne that will provide you with hours upon hours of awesome, hil

arious game play. - by Joe D.

24



SEGA CD REVIEW

Some 200,000 people around the U.S. are waiting for that shiny new CD ROM player

to start paying off. Well, thanks to some brilliant programmers and masterful musicians

that time has come. Sega has finally put the finishing touches on Batman Returns and
it's available now so drop whatever you're doing (Finish the mag first, of course) and
go out and find one. O.K.. I know some of you have already played the action sequences
and probably didn't like it much. Well take it from me, a big part of that dislike is due
to the scratchy soundtrack, because with the new tunes in place my ill feelings imme-
diately changed when I played through the CD. Also, remember to take your time and
make good use of your weapons. Proper execution is necessary to make the action

portions enjoyable. In any case if you so desire you may choose "Driving Only".

After you get done with all the "Oh My Gods" and "No Ways" go change your pants

and get ready to have some fun. These driving sequences please the ears, challenge

your skills and provide you with enough graphics to make your eyes pop out farther

than Ren's.

To complete each stage you must either defeat a certain number of enemies or suc-

cessfully maneuver through in the allotted amount of time. And of course awesome
scaling bosses are abundant. The control is primo and the scaling is smooth and
seamless. This is truly the new standard. Between Malibu and Core us 3D gamers are

being well taken care of. More 3D please.



EA’s latest attempt on a recognizable and
successful character is Bob. A cool well animated
robot with a 90 s attitude and a big problem,(he
toasted the family car). The goal in Bob is to

explore each level, successfully obtain the desired

and necessary items and then find the exit. Where
the car fits in I don’t know. Basically you've got a

find the exit game with some sight gags, nice

animations and a few bosses. The problem here is

repetition and lack of diversity. Bob is also a bit

sluggish, as he takes off slow and gains speed
gradually, this breaks the flow considerably. The
added gadgets may save this one for some, but

with competition like Rocket Knight and Sonic,
B.O.B.'s going to need a major overhaul to win me

over. Maybe the sequel?



For month’s now, SNES owners have had the privilege of play-

ing Out of This World by Interplay. Genesis owners could only look on
with envy as The Nintendoites reveled in the movie-like graphic presen-

tation and the highly addictive game play of this unique title.

Well, Genesis fans can now hold their heads up high. Thanks
to a joint effort between Virgin and Interplay, OTW is coming to Sega
and the good news is that, although the sound is lacking when com-
pared to its Nintendo cousin, the Genesis version is faster and just as
graphically impressive as the SNES original. With all of the press given

to Flashback since CES, you might have a tendency to pass over OTW,
thinking of it as a prequel to Flashback.

Wrong! they are two completely different games and, in many
ways, I believe the story behind OTW to be as strong as Flashback.

Adventure and quest gamers will not be disappointed by this title. Out
of This World is a high quality game that goes beyond the typical

move-and-shoot to bring you into its world, and its addictive nature
won’t let you go until you have completed it. -Talko



SEGA CD REVIEW

JVC/CORE:
DRIVING

2 PLAYGR
SEGA CD
AVAIL NOW

A few months back, I previewed Jaguar XJ220. In that article I had written that, based on the early pro-

totype that we had received from Japan, the game was revolutionary in its use of hardware scaling, but that

the game itself lacked a certain level of excitement.

Yesterday, we received the final version of the game. My, oh my those boys at Core can design a rac-

was once flat, there are now hills. Where the game was fairly quick, it is now a

speed demon, and the sprites, yes the sprites! There is no flicker, no slow down and tons of trees, buildings,

walls and cars with no apparent limitation on the number of objects on screen at any time.

The game is put together extremely well, with smooth control, seamless animation and an addictive

championship run that will have you bobbing and weaving through traffic trying to reach the winner’s circle

by seasons end.

XJ220 is very close to being the perfect racer. With Core and JVC throwing in a course architect allow-

ing you to save your creations to the CD-ROM’s RAM, they have insured that racing fans will enjoy Jaguar

XJ220 for a long time to come. -By Talko
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Oh, my! Where
did this one come from?
With no hype at ail ( til

now), here comes
Thunder Hawk! This is

the type of game our
whole staff has been
waiting for; a go any-
where, 3D, scaling shoot
'em and bomb ‘em extrav-

aganza. But, who would
have thought it would
look this good and come
out this fast, not us. So,

we were stoked when
JVC gave us the honor of

taking a sneak peak at

Core's new creation for

the Sega CD.
Thunder Hawk

puts you in the cockpit of

one bad-ass attack chop-
per and loads you up with

homing missiles and
machine guns, then
drops you right in the
middle of a hostile com-
bat area ... now fly! Go

!»v*



ahead, turn right, left, climb or dive. Scale that huge bit-mapped tank until you’re face-to-

face and blast 'em to smithereens! You’re free to fly over land and sea, this is awesome!
Our early ROM had only one available level, but there are many missions to conquer,
judging from the map screen. Get ready for this one, it should be ready this summer.
We’ll bring you more in our next issue and our thanks go out to JVC for the great game.
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Back about 6 months ago, categories; resistance,
the only one-on-one fight- which helps block hits,

inggame out forthe Genesis strength, to make your

I

was Fighting Masters, which attacks more powerful, and
wasn't a bad game, but reflexes, to recover quick-

wasn’t exactly Street Fighter ly for continuous fighting.

II, either. Now, a whole As you fight, you’ll notice

library of fighting games are the awesome amount of ani-

being designed for the sys- mation used on the fighters,

tern. One of these games, it’s like they took the Prince

Best of The Best, stands out of Persia character and
as a real hand-to-hand fight- put a Karate outfit and
ing game. There are no spe- gloves on him. All of the
cial moves, just kick boxing movements are very life-

at its finest. The fighters like, you can see each hit

you can choose from all coming, frame by frame,
have the same speed and Overall, I think that Best of

i strength, and it’s up to you The Best will appeal most-
to customize your charac- iy to casual fighting gamers,

ter with different For all of you SF2
punches and ... i fans, this game
kicks, then hit the SL- .

’ may not be the
training room. 1 “Best” of the best,

When in training, but a Peasant
you must up your • diversion-

percentage in
* -byMagilla

three different
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Sorcerer's Kingdom debuted in Japan last

a market where they don't take their RPG's lit

•
™

*4"

4'*

and was accepted well in enemy. This feature I found to be very interesting and unique. You c

So, American Sammy avoid conflict by simply avoiding the enemies...excellent, along the w

has had the presence of mind to bring it here to the states, to our still-dry you will be joined by 3 characters; Elrad (a magician), Astina and I

RPG lineup (however, Sega does seem to be changing the course). Sorcerer's both powerful sorceresses. You must strategically place these members
Kingdom is an involving quest that offers enough plot twists to keep you of your party throughout the game, creating an excellent fighting mecha-

involved as you journey through villages, plains and dungeons. Graphically, nism. The actual format here is quite straightforward. It s hard to get lost

SK does not offer the splendor of, let s say, Land Stalker or Elnard. Remember, and, if you do. the stronger enemies of that area will quickly let you know
a year has passed, and since then RPG's have taken on a whole new look, and you definitely won't walk right through this one. The prices of armor

Not to say that SK doesn't have good graphics, it does. The attention to and other required items are quite high, so it takes some time to earn the

detail in the towns is excellent and some nice multi-scrolling can be money to buy them. So, when you put it all together, Sorcerer's Kingdom
found in choice areas. The fighting takes place when you are caught by offers a solid RPG package that both newcomers and enthusiasts will no
an enemy. You fight right there, visually hacking or using spells on your doubt find quite enjoyable.

£:izsz>:m
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Experience the excitement of the Street Fighter II™ arcade game. ..at home!
There is no other controller on the market which offers true arcade playing

action, with the size, feel and durability of the Championship Joystick.

So, while others may claim that their controllers are “Arcade Quality”,

only C&.L Controls delivers true arcade action for your Super NES™.

Special Features Include:
• Cycolac 1000 (ABS Plastic) Construction

• True Arcade Joystick & Buttons

• An 8 Foot Controller Cable

• Total Compatability with ALL

Super NES™ Games

Nintendo and Super Nintendo Entertainment Systems

are trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.

Championship Joystick
C&l Controls

Manufactured by KBM in the USA.

For Technical Information call

1 -205-650-0038

To Order Call: I -800-264-8728

24 Hours A Day!

Street Fighter II is a Registered Trademark of Capcom Dealer and Distribution inquiries are welcome
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Here we are again with more of the 16 meg, Genesis Street Fighter 2,

Championship Edition. This month (after spending hours and hours play-

ing it) we'll go into a bit more detail This is an excellent translation of Street

Fighter 2. Except for a few frames of animation and a slight color loss, it’s

exact. So, you’ve played the SNES version, of course you want to know if

this one is as good ... yes, it is. The control is perfect and the four bosses,

Bison, Balrog, Sagot and Vega, all feel,

play and look almost identical to the

coin-op, except for the Bison Re-Dizzy

combo. But, who cares, Bison is

already cheap without his combo.
Another surprise is the music. While

not as good as the arcade, it’s excellent for the Genesis, with pounding
bass. Here’s a little advice; at Capcom I played with the new Capcom Powerstick

and it worked perfectly. I highly recommend picking one up. Capcom has
taken the Genesis to new limits on this one. The only thing I thought could’ve

been better was the voice, it’s a little rough. Other than that, I’m sure SF
fans will not be disappointed with this awesome 16 meg cart, -by Yoshi

—
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Of the four bosses he's considered the
weakest, but he’s still a boss. All he’s got are punch-
es but they’re quite capable of making you see little

birdies fly around your head. He’s also got a combo
that'll put your lights out before the last echos of

“Fight!" are even gone. He’s sucker for sonic
booms, fire balls, etc.

Vega is the fastest character and he knows
it. He’s extreamly vain about his style and graceful-

ness. His strongest characteristic is his claws
which enable him to attack from long range, but
they can be broken off making his reach much
shorter. In order to master Vega you’ll need fast reflex-

es and a bit of vanity yourself.

Sagat comes equipped with a huge scar across his

chest that he earned from a previous (SF1 )
encounter

with Ryu. He considers it a symbol of his hatred for

Ryu and with his awesome special moves he’s quite

capable of tearing a chunk of revenge out of anyone
who wants a close look at it.

Either he’s mastered the powers of darkness or some-
one’s been sneaking glow-in-the-dark fluid into his

Cheerios™. He’s got all the best moves, all the strongest

punches and a uniform that’d make any mercenary
green with envy. You’d better make sure you know
what you’re doing before you try fighting with him
or you’ll be a laughing stock for sure.
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MEGA DRIVE REVIEW

Hot on the heels of the many different set-

last months Mega tings provided within.
Preview, here's a review such as suburbs, cities,

on Japan s first 3D seal- factories, tunnels and
ing CD title. Night temples. If you played
Striker from Taito. NS in the arcades.

What really I'm sure you're
makes this game fam 'l'ar with the

is the incredible rush it provides,

feeling of flight. In There is. how-
Night Striker. Ever (and as usual

you can climb in arcade conver-
and dive at will, ft.

- sions). one flaw. Our
all the while

'

f

friends overseas are not

avoiding enemy yet familiar with the
fire and maneuvering Mega CDs scaling hard-
through. under and over ware and the result is a

countless obstacles in bit of pixelfzation in the
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graphics. Don’t get me absolutely splendid
0Kaxma

•
*

wrong, the scaling is I'm just happy that

there, big time, it just this one is finally coming
looks like you're playing a out. leaving the way for

A Lynx game on the big Space Gun...(pleeeease!).^| jj
screen. pg* one that Taito must do

V Personally, the jprv for the MCD.
*

'd
Pro^lem didn t bother With CD. 3D gam-V-f me at all. This game ing is here to stay
is just too fun and _ and I. for one. am

* • J the re-playability fac- £ very excited about
tor is major, especial- the future. Don't let

‘

ly with six different * p > Night Striker pass you

V endings, each with a by. a U.S. release is

• rrv uM i
new vehicle, awesome imminent and I highly rec-

" voice and both an arcade ommend it. Take off. it's

C ^ * OJ and arranged soundtrack a beauty, way to go Taito!

rjpwfS rjSrj by Zuntata that is - €. Storm
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never krW|
do until yo!

scrolls 8 pi

After the Sega World show in

. December, the team responsible for
• Sonic CD chose to delay the game in

an effort to use more of the CD's
-

'capabilities because believe it or not,

, j0»the game was not that well recieved'

by attendees, hence a delay ensues.
What I'm looking for is a long version

similar to sonic 1 which I feel was
/ superior to 2, along with CD tunes and

the added animation. Well, it looks
-i^^like we ll get that and a lot more. The
^.new question is ... when? Now that"

Sonic 3 is in development (undoubt-
edly with tails there in) where does
the now giant Sega of America fit in to

( the picture? How do they feel about a
solo Sonic by the original program-

_-^mers when they have a cartoon about
to air this fall with Tails starring? The-
plot thickens. More news next month.
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fiUNSTAR HEROES
' 9 V

SEGA
ACTION
» PLAYER
8 MEG
TBA

What do you do in between
Sonics? Well I know what I’m

gonna do. Thanks to Vic Tokai
I’ll be playing Tim^Dominator,
one of the most promising new
Sega character games in recent
memory. As soon as we saw
this game for the first time we
raced to the phone and called

Vic Tokai in the hopes of

obtaining an early copy for a
U.S. preview. So if you see a

big spread next month you'll

know we were successful. Keep
your fingers crossed, we are.'



To date the Mega CD has stayed heavily dry of any realistic fii

now. FI Circus CD looks hot! We obtained these preliminary sj

CSG show in Japan where we got a behind the scenes look $
bringing you more on this one very soon. Look for a July releaaj

jm’re probably wondei
•winging you these iittle

r(we usually have an earfj

main reason (as you knoi

Fan) is that GameArts is

this title, especially Ma|



d played and played. This

is pure scaling, smootwan.
excellent. This game will ri

s from this point on. So f

'iewpoint, play and save an
In exhibition play. Now that

edible new game we’ll get

when it came in, so i’m filllr
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Warning, this game may be too tun, approach it with caution. It talks and it rocks. It you're ready, invite all your

friends over, make sure you're sitting down and get ready lor major pumpitude. Deep in the grassy suburbs of

Irvine. California, the programmers at Interplay and Silicone and Synapse have been hard at work making a

game that you will not soon torget. You're going to have tun. I guarantee it. It you're even remotely thinking

about RPM Racing, wipe it completely out of your memory. This game is all new. So. what am I so excited

about? It's actually four things. First of all. the graphics. They are colorful, crisp and clear. The cars look

real, they shine and the tracks themselves, along with the surrounding areas, are ultra-detailed and drawn to

perfection, and wait ‘til you meet your competition, any one of them could be the star of their own game. Secondly, the

music, you have to hear it to believe it! John Thourogood: "Bad To The Bone". Deep Purple; "Highway Star". Steppenwolt; "Bom

To Be Wild". "Peter Gun" and, my personal favorite. Black Sabbath's "Paranoid", in a driving game! Not wimpy little ding

dong tunes, this is real music. Ozzy would be proud. And. third, there's the voice, which has special meaning

for me. It's by Larry Hoffman, the greatest racing announcer of all time. I spent half of my life rac-

ing Motocross, where Larry's voice was as familiar to me as the rising sun. this sam-

pling is so good that, if you close your eyes, you would swear he was

standing right next to you. Holy Toledo!

And. last but not least, in fact, the most important ingredi-

ent of any game, the fun. Rock & Roll Racing gives you

that adrenaline rush that is so seldom found in today's

flashy 16 Bit games, the control is perfect, and the
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"THE STAGE IS SET... THE GREEN FLAG DROPS!"

up grades that you buy have an instant elect on your car s

performance. Each engine is much taster and each set ot

new tires grip much better.

Speaking oi cars, there are a total ol six. but wait til you

pilot the Hover craft, it has perfect handling. You're also

equipped with plenty of awesome weapons to lake out that

special someone when he thinks he's got you beat.

This game's got it all. This is what a SNES game should

be. I could tell right off that this game was made by people

who love video games. They took their time and did it right,

when, this one comes out. don't even think about it. just go

buy it. it's a big winner. Our thanks to Interplay and S&S for

one of the funnest days we've had at Game Fan in a long

time, good job! • E. STORM "CVBERHAWK LAUNCHES HIMSELF!"
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TRADCWGST
ACTION
2 PLAYGR
8 MGG

AVAIL JULY

|Rying for a horizontal

xaggerated toad effecl

ir dangerous drop. Tli

two players and huj|



enemies on screen, there’s not jgpk
even a hint of flicker or slow downAMct
the whole game is bug free, it's flJBlfc.
Now the fun begins ... it's time^^Wv Jy
through the tunnels. AnyoneBB
has played any previous Toads
adventure knows this carnage, espe-

p
daily with two players. The new tun-

nel is a fitting slime green and comes
complete with tempting tunes to keep you
going, a must for a level you will no doubt repeat many times. The main difference here is of course the graphics, which
are much improved, and the new added feature of skimming through the goo bouncing off rocks. Oh ya, not only will this

take you by surprise but it will have you rolling on the floor everytime you pull it off and cross a checkpoint. (Push the jump
button repeatedly when submerged to loft out of the goo). Good luck here, you’ll need it. Welcome to the snake pits. If

you've made it this far you’re gnarly, but what awaits you here is the true test of manly hood. I’d like to first say that these
four levels feature the best graphics and playability that I have ever experienced on a home system, this level is amazing.
At this point you've played the game many times, well get ready to play many more, it’s hard, really hard. Just remember
you’ve waited two years for this game, it should be hard. Playing over and over is what Battletoads is all about, that’s why
the programmers have made it so good. No matter how many times you play it's always awesome, and taxes your skills to

the max. Hang in there and conquer the pits, what awaits you is well worth the wait. What awaits you?
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A rickety roller coaster ride that will make your adrenaline soar, and several descents

through an amazing tower where you must out run Ratso or pay the price, and then ...

you know who. The only levels I won't try to describe are the bonus rounds, because I

don't know how to. You must see them to believe them. They left me speechless.

Battlemaniacs is for me. what the gaming experience is all about. I will play this game
until I can go through on one continue as I did on the Nes and the Genesis. It may take

months to achieve but I want to squeeze as much enjoyment out of this one as possible.

It may be another 2 years until I get another one. My sincere thanks go out to Tradewest

and Rare for taking the time to do it right. I hope other companies follow suit. I'd rather

have 1 Toads than a million Wayne's Worlds. - by E. Storm.
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weaponry is excellent. It's

all here, everything you
look for in an action title.
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KONAMI
SPORTS
2 PLAYGR
8M€G

AVAIL NOW
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There are about four more months
remaining until the NFL teams begin

summer training camp^That is about
how long the development team for

Konami's NFL Football needs to try to

fix this game.

The programmers at Park Place start-

ed with what seemed to be a good idea,

as far as the use of Mode 7 and the

graphic packaging of the game goes,

but have failed in execution to the point

of the game being un-playable. The
control and reaction time for pad input

is slow, success in the passing game is

based solely on timing and the rotation

and scaling effects are so choppy that

most of the time you don’t know where
the football is on the field.

For example, receivers are indicated

by the corresponding button on the joy-

stick (A, B, X, Y). As the quarterback,

you are supposed to react to a small,

flashing button-letter under the receiver.

As soon as the color changes on the

flashing letter (indicating your primary

receiver) you are supposed to let the

ball fly. The problem is that there is still

no consistency as to whether or not you
catch the ball. Many times, my receiver

would dive after catching the ball, on his

o\yp with.no Talko-typff assistance. It is

extremely frustrating to have a guy 10

yards open and the next thing you
know, your opponent is playing “Tackle

HRLTalko’’.

» Enough about the game play.

Graphically, NFL does try to break new
ground on the SNES. Unfortunately, it

is at the complete expense of the game
itself. An NFL license, trick technology

and limited play-by-play do not make a

great game.
Everyone is entitled to a klunker once

in a while. Konami, with probably the

strongest reputation in the industry for

producing titles that are consistently

some of the best video games available,

and Park Place, the creators of. John
Madden Football and NHL Hockeyjhave

missed the mark with NFL Football.^ It

was a long wait, but it probably should

have been longer.
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SUPER NES REVIE

V

I'm gonna
squash youl

This ain't as

Child Chihl Btysl

Not being anal, I’m not one for

stats afnd all that doo-doo. Talko’s

the kind of guy who reads the

instructions all the way through

and sends in the warranty card...!

pity the creep, but I had to mash
him into the turf anyway. On
defense, I chose the QB Feast and
drove his face into the lawn, then

on offense, I went to war with

major bombs. Of course, the Hit-

O-Meter was constantly displayed

as I repeatedly dished out the car-

nage on his weak and pitiful team.

The score...! broke the gauge.

SHI is true to the arcade with

excellent voice, play control and
music, and one sports game that

everyone will enjoy, not just anal

retentive jocks like Talko. Pick

one up and pummel one of your

friends! GRRRRR!
r. JJu'AllI VMjOJ

in pin to pfn comm

This is the type of football game
that E. Storm is a master at; brain-

less, amoral smash face arcade
action. Unfortunately, he went up
against the Ta..Ta..Talko man and, as

has happened to so many “skilled”

players before him, Storm was
thrashed unmercifully. No one is

going to mistake this game for

Madden or Montana, but it is a very

entertaining arcade action game that

is a blast to play with two players.

The SNES version is very similar to

it^enesis cousin with a ton of voice

great digitized animation

Ough violence to please even

jadejtArnold fan.

TMC game wilt* appeal more to

de freaks then football purists so,

if you’re a E. Storm devotee, you
should love it. But, where is Storm?

Oh, yah, that spot on the field, some
one get a body bag!

*T yuj-crr?'

gh jnract
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UN
SPORTS
2 PLAYER
16 MEG

WAIL NOW

After years of waiting, wrestling fans finally K
have everything they wanted in a wrestling game, ib

In this new sequel, you are now able to control 12

of your favorite WWF superstars, all with their sig-

nature moves. Moves like the Undertaker’s
Tombstone Pile Driver, Ted Di Biase’s Million Dollar

Dream and Mr. Perfect’s Perfect Plex. Along with all

the signature moves, you will still find the usual eye
gouges and choke holds you've become accustomed
to with your WWF favorites. Another cool new feature

they’ve added is the brawl. This is a match where you
can fight your opponent one-on-one or tag team, but
without the referee. All illegal moves are permitted

and there are no pins or disqualification. You can
only win when your opponent lacks the strength to

continue...cool!

Now Talko won’t have anything to say when I bon-
zai drop him into parts unknown for the tenth time



in a row. As far as control goes, it is the

best I have experi&iced in a wrestling

game. It’s simple'to learn and, once
you’ve mastered it, you’ll have no prob-

lem annihilating the competition. With
WWF Royal Rumble, Acclaim has given

us the best wrestling game so far. This

16 meg monster, the first ever for a

wrestling game, will take you through the

ropes and into the-center of the ring, with

wrestling action so real, you will be
pinned to your seat. - BY YOSHI

TUO NARCISSIST
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SUPER NES REVIEW

Not since Zelda and Soul Blazer has there been an
action RPG like Shadow Run. Although the story and
the action take off a bit slow, the game becomes very
involving as you play. What interested me the most
about this game is its uniqueness when compared to

any other action RPG. The story is set up in a futuristic

post-nuclear type environment. You start the game as
a stiff (you know, a dead guy) that has been freshly

checked into the morgue. Lucky for you, the guys that

iced you didn’t do a very good job. But, since you’re
still alive, you need to protect the top secret informa-
tion your data jack (which is implanted in your head) is

holding. So, while combing the streets, you must dis-

guise yourself and find clues as you journey through
six different areas.

Guess what? You don’t start off with any weapons.
Not only that, but the first weapon you pick up is off a
dead guy. The enemies you will go up against range
from trolls and hit men to vampires, zombies and gang
members. Quite a cast, eh? Like most RPG’s, there

are shops where you can upgrade your weapons,
which are not the usual swords and shields found in

most, but Uzis, shotguns and other cool stuff. As you
get deeper into the game, you’re able to access your
data jack and interface with assorted computers to

uncover the master plan. Oh...l almost forgot one
minor detail. Implanted in your head is a Cortex bomb,
which is wired to your data jack (kind of like a car
alarm), And, if you tamper with it, you will suffer a

splitting headache that not even Tylenol could cure.

Bottom line, you are a Shadow Runner and it's up to

you to tap into the matrix systenfand takefout the
powerful force behind all of the mayhem.
Beware, there is no turning back, so be
prepared for Shadow Run and
take out Drake.. .if you can. - BY MAGILLA
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SUPER NES REVIEV

I can still remember when the Blues Brothers we.e a three
1

minute skit on Saturday Night Live!, then they made it big and
____

«*•*,*
__

hit the silver screen. Now, years later, the two bad boys are 3 *

J ^ r"*"’*“*
11 *®*,,*T " back and better than ever in an awesome new action game by r

Titus. You can choose from Jake or Elwood, or get a friend and play simultaneously through 30+ levels. In one player mode, I found
Elwood to be a bit easier to go through the game with, because he moves faster and jumps higher. The game play reminded me of

the Addams Family because of the challenging and creative levels and the nice colors and detailed backgrounds. One of the unique
features of this game is that there are no bosses for you to go up against. During the entire game, your task is to simply make it to

the jukebox. It sounds easy but trust me, it’s not. There are obstacles everywhere and nasty enemies waiting to attack. This game
is going to be hot! It is one of the best two player games for the SNES. So, keep a look out for more Blues Brothers with my full

1

1

review in an upcoming issue. i i

-by Magilla I --.ur - ,OKe »|
inVe
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SUPER NES REVIEW

“Hey! Yoshi, have you seen

Mario? No? Where could he

be?...Wait, what’s this? Oh no,

it can’t be, Bowser’s got Mario.

Yoshi, wait here, I’m gonna go
inside Bowser’s castle and find

Mario. I’ll call you when I need

you.”

“Oh, hello there, my name is

Luigi. It looks like Bowser final-

ly got a hold of my brother,

Mario. I need to get him, but I’ll

need some help. You see,

Bowser's sent out all of his

Koopa turtles to steal some of

the world’s greatest artifacts. I

need to return them and take a

picture for proof and, as I return

each artifact, I’ll get closer to

Bowser’s trail. This is where I’ll

need your help. You see, I

don’t know much about history,

so you'll need to answer some
questions about a particular

landmark so I can take the pic-

ture. Don’t worry, we can talk

to the locals to get more info.”

“We have to hurry or Bowser
is going to destroy the planet.

So, let's get started. He’s got a

giant castle and could be hiding

anywhere. Come on! Let’s go,

Yoshi will catch up. Nothing
less than the fate of Mario

the historical goodies

is in our hands.”

-BY MAGILLA



Once again us gamers can pull out our skid lids and take to the streets or fulfill our dreams of wetness on the lakes.Jor about seventy bucks. But will it be a

pleasant ride? Well I guess it depends on how you look at it. If you’ve come for graphics you might as well stay in the garage, because besides the pretty digi-

tized pictures this is pretty standard stuff, not great, not bad....just o.k. However, if you’ve come for control and challenge you should be quite pleased, the

playability it definently there, my only complaint is the annoying oil slicks and puddles that at no matter what speed, send you into an uncontrollable slide and

put you way too far back each time you hit one. Actually each race becomes like an obstacle course. Through memorization if you can avoid all the slicks and

puddles, you will most surely win. As for the jet ski portions, they are arro.k. diversion but Jack interesting courses and obstacles Gumps,etc) found in the real

sport. Honestly with twelve megs and the SNES capabilities this one could have been much more, but still delivers a mild joyride for closet racers.

SUPER NES REVIEW
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So many fighting game players probably feel liHI

every tin* they^et a new title it's like dejavu, So thq

team at Activision has given you something new,

.1 s <+PlMtator^. It's still a side scroll fighter only1

tim use your shoulder cannon, cloak

(when Uat ^Av^^aisdropped by a slain enemy), and
hurTth^ilij^^BfettSkalong with the usual assirt-

ment of fjdkg movesJBince this is only a preview I

worjt go itydepth but I can tell you the graphics in AVP
looHfexcellent and are highly detailed. The characters

|_

coulc^lfi# a few more framle but are drawn extremely
A

well^Jhe Action in A\(£js pretty straight forward fight- y
er stuff, except for the incredibly long energy bars on
the enemy characters. Some of these nasty beasts just

take to long to kill. Like any fighter AVP is sure to

have the usual strong points and weak points, but
.

we’ll take care of all that in an upcoming review, *C V
For now I can pretty much guarantee that Predator ^
fans will get all gooey over this one. . T

-E. Storm ‘
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SUPER NES REVIEW

Jaleco has been showing a strong line-up so far this year and Tuff E Nuff is no exception. This

game has all the essential elements that a good fighting game needs to have. You have weak

and strong buttons for your punches and kicks and each character has a vast

array of special moves to ad more strategy to each fight. One of the many

excellent qualities found in this game is the smooth control that allows

you to execute awesome combos, a feature a lot of today’s one on one
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fighters are lacking. (Jaleco has pi

fighter). In one player or story mod
•lot of effort and detail to bring you a very strong

mr special moves bqitfme bigger and more powerful

!i i\ 1i i 1

j* f i
1 Al*r I
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i |

as you progress, and believe me the moves are way cool. Another awesome
mew feature is after the final round of each match, you have the option of a

slo-mo. frame by frame replay of the final blow. I found this feature best used
in two player mode so you can shatter your best friends ego and laugh while

playing it back. We at Game Fan found Tuff E addicting and a lot of fun to play.

It’s the one to switch to besides Street fighter 2. Great job Jaleco. -by Magilla
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It’s been a long wait for Final Fight

fans but it’s finally here, the long awaited
sequel to the king of fighters. Final Fight 2.

During a recent visit to Capcom we had a
chance to preview FF2. So, is it a worthy
sequel?...yes, big time.

Not only is Haggar back, but he's big-

ger, faster and better than ever. There are
also two new characters. Maki and Carlos. I ll

have more to say about them when we review
FF2. as far as playability goes, I can tell

you one thing for sure, I saw no slow down, even in 2 play-

er simul. 10 meg makes the difference.

FF2 also features all new “World” levels. One espe-
cially awesome level is Hong Kong (sec who you can find in

the background). There’s also a new vehicle to trash in the
bonus rounds. Instead of a Mercedes, you get to mash a
Landrovcr. FF2 looks awesome. We’ll show you a lot more
in our review in the next issue. So, until then hasta la vista.
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Remember Metal Gear? Or Ikari

Warriors? Haven't you been anxiously awaiting

a 16-bit game based on that great format. I

know I have, and Jaleco's come to the rescue
with an excellent overhead perspective action

adventure, “Operation Logic bomb", and it's all

here; parallax scrolling (thank you), great graph-
ics, huge bosses and a great, unfolding as you
go, on-screen story. This, my friend, is not a 5 j

walk-through. You definitely get your money’s
worth out of this one. The name of the game is

re-playability, each time you play, you will get

farther and deeper into the story, with the allot-

ted credits, until you know your way, the right

weapons to choose and the bosses’ patterns.

Only then will you master the entire quest.

Remember those great 8-bit titles you
could spend some time with and really get into?

Well, this is one of those, but with all the good-
ies the SNES brings. Is Jaieco on a roll, or
what? We ll bring you a full review ASAP. But,

in the mean time, mark this one on your calen-

dar, it’s going to be a winner.

/////
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Talk about coming from nowhere! Nigel Mansell F- infocom
1 Challenge for the super Famicom is one incredible

racing game. But, this should really come as no sur- I PLAYER

prise since the game was programmed by Gremlin 8 MGG
Graphics, the designers of Top Gear, the best racing

game of 1992. Essentially, this game is a cross

between Super Monaco GP and Top Gear, putting you in the cockpit

for one of the most thrilling, speed burning rides imaginable.

Mansell lets you customize your Formula 1 vehicle, race through

an entire F-1 season and even includes a driving tutorial where you

are being paced and trained by Nigel himself. After you complete

your training, you will be graded on speed, cornering, braking and

overall performance.

Graphically, Mansell is good, but not great, especially when com-

pared to recent scaling efforts on the Sega CD. However, The game
does give you speed like never before. As fast as Monaco GP was,

Mansell is faster with more objects along the road side.

Additionally, the programmers at Gremlin have proved that Mode 7

isn't necessarily the answer when it comes to driving games.

Mansell provides the hills, trees, lights, etc. that Mode 7 simply can

not do, and they haven’t sacrificed speed to do it.

There is, as yet, no American developer for Mansell, which is sur-

prising considering the quality of this title. If you can find this super

import, buy it. Racing fans will not be disappointed. - BY TALKO



SUPER FAMICOM REVIEW

So far, fans of the FI driving genre have
not been well served in the U.S. market,

while in Japan gamers enjoy 10 or more
titles per year, one of the most popular

being the FI GP series. What sets this

title apart from the others is the interest-

ing rotation effects.

When you round a corner the entire

track rotates providing not only a great

effect but excellent control as well. The
game also features a full season of rac-

ing, a detailed setup mode and battery

backup making it a complete FI experi-

ence.

If you’d like to check out FI GP 2, you
may as well seek out an import.
American developers show little to no
interest in this category so the chances
of an American release are slim to none.



For a thousand years an incredibly powerful band of warriors (we’ll

ill them the Dragon Tribe) had lived in peace. Then the Evil Goddess
imed Milia comes along and decides she wants to tempt them with all

>rts of immoral, promiscuous, indjfcriminate, lewd, and even down-
jht wicked ways of living. The temptation worked of course, and they
(mediately delved first in|Hi frenzy of nefarious endeavors,
/entually about half ofamem realised the error of their way and decid-
I to put an end to the otlpr half’s food times which of course enraged
e other half and started a feuw that nearly wiped outJhe planet
rhoa). The btfrtvgtiyiMwded to call themselves the Blvk Dragon
ibe. The other half decided this was an intelligent nam|n®fconvention

lite Dragon Tribe. Somehd^Kring all the

lero and seven of his friends managed to

and called tl

chaos of tribal warfare,

get organized enough
to go after the Evil

Goddess directly
instead of killing each
other.

Our band of ^ven-
turers travel tli^kjgh

treacherous Iftds
defeating legioiVof
uncooperative beast-

ies searching for the

six keys required to

constrain the Evil

Goddess Miria. Being
mighty heroes they
dispatched her with

the greatest of ease and went on to eliminate the powers the Tribe had acquired by
joining forces with the Evil Miria as well. You can bet the Black tribe is none too
happy about that. This is where you the player come in. You must overcome the Black
Forces and vanquish once and for all the residues of Evil Miria’s influences.

As you can see by these shots, Breath of Fire has graphics far superior to most of

the previous RPGs on the market wity 3/4 view fighting scenes and well laid out maps
and towns. You can look forward to a full Game Fan review of Capcom’s very first

undertaking in the RPG category in our fyext issue.

CAPCOM 1993 ALL RIGHTS
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In our next issue we’ll preveiw perhaps the best movie

title you’ll ever see, Super Back to the Future 2.

aj-20':B6
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Here’s the racing

viewpoint I’ve been
waiting for! It’s Super
FI Circus 2. This on
looked hot at the
CSG. More soon!

Remeber the Posiepen Adventure? Mow you’re

attempting to escape a linking Luxury Liner in

Septentrion. It’s all hL-e out the water.

Finally! A road racing gi

GP1 . We should have a r

all goes well ... U.S. n

s for the SF. It’s

sw next month if

ise ... please!

Yet another Geo port is onS way to the Super Famicom. Sengoku is nearing coi

tion overseas. This 8 meg version is 2 player and longer than the original!

SunSoft’s World Heroes

looks almost identical to

the Geo’s. This awesome
fighter is scheduled for a

U.S. release this sum-
mer. More quality from

SunSoft! More soon.

i the 2nd Star Wars game for the SNES, Super

for even more excellent action in this awe-

be looking for this one at the June C.E.S.!

L tucasArts is hard at

| Empire Strikes bat
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Recently, Game fart sentactmgE.
Hid Fantastic and Talko behlWSBifi
scenes at Interplay Productions.^
had heard some rumblings that Brian
Fargo and his gang of 110 were seri-

ously into producing some of the
most mind-blowing games ever seen
on a home screen. We spent the day
picking his brain on the past, present
and future ofgaming andbroughtback
some exclusive coverage on new
Interplaygames set forrelease in 1993.

Trust us, what you areabout to see rep-
resents some of the bestgame design
we've ever seen. So, read on mighty
gamers, these guys are serious...

Game Fan: Tell us a little bit about
the history of Interplay.

Brian Fargo: Well, I jokingly refer to
beginningsmy

I started

I on an Apple II, trying to

create unique games that empha-
sized discovery and played and pro-

grammed all day long. I started

Interplay in 1983 when I was 20 \

old, working late into the nig

seven days a week. My c

time was to create 1

products, not to f

Interplay <

ingt

GF: Vou seem to haveH^
collection of progcM^^PParti?
and other talMt^^HPe, hoH
you go abMd^^^jngyoH

always consipered
mewhat of a renais-

know, "Jack of all

>f none'!: I did a little

little Music, couldn’t

r pencil, but I think

nize talented people
This Is what I consider

Mrt of my job; discov-

t and providing an

ere these people can

five best and prosper,

de a positive environ-

'.asuffllje'"* always c

Hg|||I|Swe somewhat

ggjlPfcn, you know, “

PIRs, master of none"
Programming, a littlem
draw to save my pencil,

that I can recognize tali

in these areas. This is w
to be the best part of n
ering key
atmospht
beat the
If you car

we



BF: We are very interested in 3DO
k and the opportunities that it offers.

We are planning on doing 3 or 4

in late '93 and early '94, most
these early titles will be transla-

of existing Interplay product,

two titles should be Battle

>st Vikings. We are also

doing titles for the Sega
they will probably be

developer, as we
World on the

will appear on
year.

developers will have all of the tools

necessary to create real world envi-

ronments, so that limitation as a way
of distinguishing software will cease

to exist. With Multi-media, the focus

will switch to more of a holistic cine-

ma-type approach with an integrated

studio that represents somewhat of a

revolution in the world of electronic

entertainment.

OF: Brian, we would like to thank

you, on behalf of our readers, for the

insights and great games you have
shared with us today and for your
dedication to producing quality soft-

ware. We wish Interplay Productions

great success in the future.

The Game tan staff would also like to

acknowledge the help of the follow-

ingpeople at Interplay;Ms. Him Carino,

Mr. Keuin Horn, Mr. Alan Parlish and
Mr. Michael Quarles, dedicated pro-
fessionals like these are a big part of

what makes producing Game fan the

bestjob in the industry.

[

ment where people work together

and challenge each other, the prod-

ucts will take on a life of their own.
Also, I believe that one of the major

reasons we have been successful to

date is that we will do what ever it

takes to produce a quality title. If a

deadline has to be extended to

achieve the quality we are looking

I

for, then that is exactly what we will

do

GF: This feature is debuting much of

Interplay's product for f993; Rock ‘N

Roll Racing, Claymates, Clay Fighter

and Lord of The Rings. Can you tell

us what else Interplay has in store

for our readers in the near future?

BF: A
in the

one.

inga
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I thought I had seen it all, but I was sadly mistaken. I have never laughed so hard in my life. TTI takes eight bit to new
extremes with possibly the most cheesy game of all time. Move over Waynes World here comes Camp California. Beach
Boys fans rejoice! This game is packed with those mellow flowing tunes of yester year. So break out the beach blan-

kets and get ready to maneuver a big stiff bear through the many obstacles of the California Coast, except with no
scrolls and no clouds in the sky. The only positive I can find here is that this game shows how much NEC really needs
a new system. Games like this have no place in today's industry. Granted the CD still has some awesome games like

Dungeon Explorer 2, but they are way too few. Just give us our Street Fighter 2 for the turbo and then a 32 bit. We miss
you NEC. Please step back into the fray.



PC Engine's New 6 Button

Controller for SF2'! Only 2 of the 3 bonus stages are found in tAe PC Engine version.
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two, undoubtedly a con-
verter for the import six

button to plug into the
Turbo is already being
developed. Hopefully, by
the June release date,

something will be avail-

able. Even if you have to

plunk down a few bucks

for a PC Engine, don't
let SF2 pass you by. It

is truly an amazing feat

for a system that is on
its last legs and, once
again, this version is

intense ... lots more
next month. - Yoshi
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What’s this? A new Neo-Geo game, and it's not fighting? Can it

be? Well, yes and no. In Japan...yes, but in the U.S....no. You got it,

there are no plans to release this title over here. I believe SNK is being
run by an evil computer bent on breaking your spirit if you own a Geo.
There is talk of Crystalis...delayed, Magician Lord 2. ..delayed. Why?
Fighting games, that’s why. “Gotta make way for those sequels you
know, we want quarters”!

O.K., now that I’ve got that off my chest, let’s talk about Sengoku 2.

To my surprise, this is probably the second best action title for the sys-
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31

tem. The graphics are second to none and the musical score is too cool,

and color, you want colors? You won’t believe it.

This game reminded me of how cool this system was when they
cared about the home consumer. I guess that’s why I opened up with an
angry cry. But really, aren’t you looking forward to some new genres for

the Geo like 3D or RPG or Action/Adventure? I know I am. Hey, fighting

games are great if there’s other types of titles released around them, but

one after another is just too much. Where do you draw the line?

Anyway, if you can find one, don’t miss this sequeL.it's all you've got.
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NEO GEO REVIEW

ALPHA D€NSH!

DRIVING
I PLAYGR
46 M€G

j

AVAIL NOW $

MONTE CARLO
Since its inception, the Neo Geo has been
lacking in good driving games. Riding Hero
was weak and SNK has not bothered to try

and do a first person racer since. Thrash
Rally is a different story. This top-down racer

is a short, but sweet road rally through Europe
in which you can choose your type of vehi-

cle and participate in the five stage Paris to

Dakar Rally or in a World Championship
mode. The graphics are excellent with
many highly detailed characters lining the

tracks and great use ofthe Geo’s color palette.

There is also a nice full-screen scaling effect

ACROPOL I

S

when you go over ramps and the sound effects

are up to usual Geo quality. The problem with

2 I s
' TR is that it is way too short. I guess this is

somewhat inevitable in a Neo Geo game with

its arcade first mentality. Also, I can name
7 or 8 other 1 6-bit racing games that I’d rather

play. This is not good when you’re shelling

out 200 bucks for a game. Oh, well I will

keep my torch burning for an in-the-cockpit

3D racer on the Geo. Hey, I’ve got it, maybe
Terry, Andy and Joe will buy some wheels
and duke it out on the highways of America,
now there’s a game!

START



Mario's Newest Adventure is

Coming Soon On Super NES
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I can remember back when the genesis had hardly any action 9till Midnight' Resistance
titles. People were starving for arcade action translations, there holds up even today as a

were way too many shooters out and no fighting games, (that craze strong action title that

had not even started yet). That’s why Midnight Resistance was so no Genesis owner
important, it marked the beginning ofthe action game years on the should be without.

Genesis.due to it's huge success. Although it was only one player, the game It shouldn’t be
was done too hard to— — — — — — extremely well, dig one
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l the graphics were up.
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music was actually far
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superior to the coin-op. Of
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~ course now with program- .

mers having the system operat- S.
V
” - Ing at its limits they could easily

— . — — do a two player version, but 5V
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Marty is a power full ally with the brains it takes to make
smart Television' a reality. With Marty you cam experi-
ence a marvelous dimention in inteligent interactive
Television performance

For all of you
overhead shoot-

er fans out there

get ready for

the 32 bit sequel

"to Truxton,

Tetsujin 2. This

first shooter for

Marty will be our

focus next

month.
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Say hello to Marty, then say hello to Psygnosis' Microcosm. Let me tell you, 32-

I
bit is phenomenal! I don't know how I can possibly convey the splendor of this

game, but I'll try. Microcosm puts you, yes you, inside ot a human body, piloting

several different crafts. You actually scale through arteries, the heart, the

brain and other choice body parts of the human anatomy. But, get this, much

of the game is in an Afterburner perspective. You have to see it to believe it.

Between rounds (if you make it) you dock your ship, get out and walk through

station corridors, all in 3D with perfect scaling and you control it, that's just

between rounds!

Here's the deal, it is the year 2051 on Border. A planet controlled by two

major companies. Cybertech and Acsilion. People predict that in one or

two years, one company will stand at the top. Mysteriously, the President

of Cybertech dies, rumors of assassination by the rival, Accession,

emerge. Microcosm starts in an executive office where we learn the

assassination was carried out by Cybertech. They are now inserting a

Gray M into the new President. Cosby, of Cybertech, in an effort to con-

trol his brain. Three days after the surgery, two spies enter into

Cosby's body, using micro capsules to rid his body of the Gray M. A

world premiere micro-fight is about to start...and you're in it.

I've had an FM Towns for years, and I've never seen anything even

close to this. This game has no resemblance to a glitchy . keyboard

controlled PC game. This is a first person shooter.. .video game.

You're scaling through veins, shooting cells and corpuscles, you

come to an opening, the perspective changes, turning 360 degrees;

you're looking at yourself. A sight comes down and covers your

eyes, now you're looking through it, shooting enemies as they

emerge from an opposite vein, scenes like this are everywhere,

with no access, and you control it. Microcosm has shown me true

32-bit for the first time and it is truly amazing, almost too real.

And. if you think this is good, the 3D0 stuff I just saw is even better.

(

Gaming is truly moving forward at a breakneck pace, as more and

more adults enter the arena. I am very excited about the future, this

truly is our time. While the taggers are out, spray painting walls, I'll

be in my entertainment zone, scaling through parts unknown.

Maybe if politicians let go with a game once in a while, the world

would be a better place. Oh, well.. .I'm happy!
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D
The

Future of
Gaming

Crystal Dynamics’ first

two action titles, “Crash

& Burn™” and “Total

Eclipse™” will feature

a host of digital innova-

tions, including full

motion video; 3D texture

mapped polygon filled

graphics; broadcast
quality color; movie
quality animation; stereo

quality music; 31) audio

sound effects, digitized

voicesand simultaneous

scaling, rotating and
/(Miming of all objects.

In Crash & Burn play-

ers race on 30 different

tracks featuring the first

hanked curves and
corkscrews plus thrilling

jumps, inclines, declines,

and an assortment of

obstacles including water

patches, tar, ice, sand, sta-

lactites and explosive

mines. Backgrounds
include intricate lifelike

details including such

effects as moving clouds,

setting suns, steam and
earthquakes.

Total Eclipse is equally

impressive.

Welcome to w hat we hope will be shown here every month from now on. Die Hard Game
Fan’s 3DO section. It is our firm belief (after viewing these games and speaking w ith

several developers) that 31)0 is the future, and will set new standards in our industry.

Of course there will be those who will moan about the introductory price, but when
you figure the games come in at under 70 bucks, it softens the blow considerably, and

for those who simply won’t shell out the initial investment you can be sure the price

will drop as soon as the installed user base is in place (and that in my opinion will be

extremely fast). I can pretty much guarantee that when you see an actual finished

title, you will find the money. This my friend is extremely impressive stuff. My only

concern at this point is quality control, which is why we will feature each and every

game, that way you can use us as your guide to quality.

Pictured here are the first two offerings from Crystal Dynamics, Crash & Burn 1 '1 and
Total Eclipse™. Believe me, even though these shots look good you could never imag-

ine how amazing these games are without seeing them move ... scaling? Oh ya. I’ll say

it’s the next level. How about real life, but better. Up until now I thought virtual rac-

ing was the ultimate, but now I realize it is only the beginning.

What really blows me away is that these are the first games! You get this right out of

the chute! (this September), can you imagine the future? I am extremely optimistic

about 31)0. Our thanks to the incredible staff at Crystal Dynamics for the sneak

peak.. We’ll bring you a full review on these two stellar efforts as soon as they near

completion (figure August). Until then we’ll he hot on the trail of anything we can get

our hands on, so that we can bring you more every month, from this day forth.

See ya next month.

"Were going to set the standard for an entirely new gaming experience"
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Arcade wrestling may never get better than this. Capcom's new Saturday
Night Slam Masters lets you pick from 8 players in the 2 player single

match; Titan, Rasta, Oni, Stinger, Biff, Gulo, Crater and even the mighty
Haggar and, in the two player battle royal, you can choose Scorp and Jumb,
giving you 10 players in all. SNSM uses a 16 bit processor similar to SF2,

has stereo sound and over-lapping digitized

voices. The game play is excellent with
many SF2 style moves and some truly awe-
some mascots. You can even pick-up debris

thrown by the crowd and use it in battle.

This game displays an overall awesomeness
seldom found in wrestling games. Oh, and
by the way, see if you can find any SF2 char-

acters in the crowd.



If you think you've seen 3D. think again. Solvalou is so good, it's almost worth a trip to Japan to play it. This

unit is just too expensive for U.S. arcades. Although, I did play it at the Cyber Studio inside Caesar's Palace
(of course, Ken gave me free credits) in Las Vegas.

Solvalou is actually a 3D Xevious which takes you from high in the sky to ground level (as if you're skimming
the Earth) and into deep, cavernous tunnels.

At one point in the game, you dive below the ground, whisk through winding tunnels, then emerge into a

huge, cavernous room that seems 100 yards wide, giving the player an almost weightless feeling. Solvalou is

the real thing. At some point. Namco will undoubtedly bring this and Starblade to 3DO. When that time

comes, make sure you've got one in your entertainment center, Namco is a 3DO developer.
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It’s 7:00 AM, Sunday April 25th, we’ve been up for 72 hours straight finishing this issue, welcome to Other Stuff. Lets start

off with some SF2 info since it’s popping up everywhere. Of course as soon as we reported on SF3 the boneheads had to

rebut in their Q bonehead section (juvinile, is’nt it?). I wonder if they'd like to go head to head at SF2 with the Enquirer again.

Our information comes from an extremely good source in Japan. He saw with his own eyes. Of course, any info on any game
is subject to change, but would you rather we didn’t tell you what we’ve heard? We don’t think so. After all that’s what Other

Stuff is for. Street Fighter 3 is currently still in development and whenever we hear anything from a reliable source we’re

gonna.let you know. (working title) is also in the testing stages. In fact there were recently 3 days of location tests

in Osaka. This new SF2 features four new characters. A girl, a Bruce Lee type fighter, a boxer and an Indian. Each character

has new moves. Vega can now stand and kick, and Balrog can now kick also. This is not SF3, but a new rendition of 2. While

we’re on the fighting thing here’s the latest on . First of all the SNES version will be censored. The good news
is that there may be a code to access the carnage. There’s also a good chance you will be able to control the last 2 bosses.

No news on the Sega versions, except that they are further along. Hey, no news is good news when it comes to censorship.

In Other Nintendo news ...

A new board has been announced in Japan. Will Turbo Edition be 32 meg? It could happen. New releases

just announced for the Super Famicom are (not to be confused with the working title Superhero Racing) and
. Both use the NEC DSP. (the arcade version) has also been announced. But the best news is the

which will feature Super Mario 1, Super Mario Bros. 2, the Japanese version (which never came out in

America), Super Mario Bros. 3, and Super Mario Bros. 2 (the U.S. version). This cart features the original games with updated

16 bit enhancements. Similar to the Genesis version of the 8 bit NES Battletoads. classic Mario on 16 bit!! Here's some great

Konami news. Sunset Riders is ready to go and will be shown at the up coming June show, along with the game
which is one on one fighting, and , a new title which looks absolutely incredible. Konami is a
remarkable company. Have you played Data East's new fighting game Fighters history in the arcades yet? If not, check it out
Look for SNES and Genesis version early in ‘94

In Sega news ...

The hot topic is the Time/Warner deal. Next year your cable company may offer the which will allow you to

download games (and preview new games) right into your living room (for a small monthly fee). If testing goes well look for

the Sega channel sometime in the near future. More good news for Sega owners, has been announced. It will

be a 16 meg cartridge using the new which runs at 26mhz allowing the system to do texture mapped polygons.

Look for virtual racing to debut at the upcoming June show and come out around Nov. (which may also use the new
DSP) is currently in development over at SOA. Look for an all new character to make it’s debut (a gopher!). Another new Sega
title is a 16 Meg cart where you control either Wiley Coyote or the Road Runner. For fighting fans (now that SF2 CE has been

delayed) the big news is
,
which Tom Slick saw and says looks better than SF2. (Jelly level ... I don't

know Tom.) Now here’s some great news from Konami... for the Genesis will be at the June CES!
This all new Adventure features a new lead (one of Simon's relatives) and will take you from the middle ages to modern times

through 9 levels, each 3-5 areas. This 8 Meg cartridge will also feature all new sound FX never before heard on cartridge, and
some nasty bosses including; Talof, (a greek soldier with a brass body), a gargoyle, Mecha Frank (a mechanical Frankenstein

who can unscrew his head), Kali (who has six arms all with swords., ouch!), and Gear Wheel Man (he dismantles his body!).

Sounds good huh? You know it will be, it’s Konami! Other new Sega games to debut at the June CES are Zombies Ate My
Neighbors. Turtles one on one fighting (which will feature different enemies than the SNES version), and Lethal Enforcers on
Sega CD. Here's some great news for future 3DO gamers, we finally got to see some actual games and let me tell you, you've

never seen anything like this! This new system is the real thing and has the

support to be huge. Nothing new on the rumored price drop but we ll keep
you up to date. Look for increasingly each month.
And lastly, did anyone read the article in the N.Y. & L.A. Times about the

Sega/Time Warner merger? What was that new Sega system they were
talking about for late ‘93? Could it be ... the 32 bit? Our sources say almost
certainly ... Yes.

O.K., well that about wraps up another edition of Other Stuff. We hope
you liked it, see ya next month
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Zombies Ate My Neighbors
by Konami for the Genesis
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These actual shots of the SF version of Art

of Fighting and Fatal Fury 2 look extremely

promising. Everything is intact including the

awesome zooming effects in Art of Fighting

that helped make this one of the best fight-

ers eyer. Both of these titles are 16 meg.

AOF is due out in October and FF2 in July.

1 . Sega & Capcom hold a huge press confer-

ence introducing Street Fighter 2 Champion

Edition and Capcom as an official licensee.

2. Sega is now positioned to take the lead

over Nintendo.

3. The Sega/Time Warner Cable deal hits the

Times ... Nintendo seems defeated for ‘93.

4. Capcom of Japan drops the A-Bomb, it's

called Street Fighter 2 Turbo.

5 Capcom U.S.A. says noU.S. version, we

just signed a deal with Sega.

6. Capcom Japan says we don't care.

7. Capcom U.S.A. announces the delay of the

Sega version for a simul release with the

SNES Turbo edition. They doo-doo on Sega

(not by choice).

8. There's a new Super Famicom 32 meg

upgrade board announced in Japan ... Could

H be? We think so.



recent trip Iq Japar

Set to air this fall “The Adventures of Sonic the Hedgehog" looks fantas-

tic. We all agreed after viewing the promo that this will be the finest car-

toon airing in the U.S. Not only is it extremely well animated, it is f
laugh out loud funny. The storyline is reminiscent of the Road •

. Runner with Robotnik bent on the demise of our beloved Sonic,
« only Wile E. Coyote never got worked this hard. Jaleel White 4

f\ /9jDC does the honors for Sonic’s voice and it works well. It’s about
\ * ** time we got some good animation. Set your VCRs! Look for our

coverage on the darker prime time Sonic cartoon next month!



by

Hands on Harry

the way that Atari has handled the Lynx. This awesome little powerhouse has had more

ve come out. Well here’s some hope, Battle Wheels is like Warbirds on land. Everything

II review on this Battle Royal next month.

Believe it or not; Dracula

for Game Gear looks bet-

ter than the Genesis car-

tridge version. You’ll see

what we mean next month.

Shades of Castlevania?

More Baseball! It’s GG Baseball 2. This new GG Sports

title will get the full Talko workout next month.

SOR2 is on its way to the GG, Taito’s new Soccer game for

the GG is intense, rivaling most 16 bit and far surpassing

other GG sports titles. More on both next month.

We've gotten quite a few letters about the absence of our Hands On sec-

tion and we’re sorry for the delay. We’ve been waiting for special equipment from

Japan to capture GG right off the screen so it will look as good as the rest of our

magazine. If we're gonna bring you hand helds we re gonna do it right ... you’ll

see. As for the Lynx, well, Atari can’t provide us with the necessary equipment to

show you quality shots, so as soon as we can find a way we'll give you Lynx cov-

erage like you've never seen. Hands On will be back next month with a new look.

From the World of

Illusion on Genesis

to Land of Illusion on

the Game Gear,

Sega’s keeping
Mickey busy!

Shining Force 2 is on its way to both the Mega Drive and

GG in Japan, more on the GG version next month.
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THE POSTMASTER
Hey you! I’m the Postmeister here to answer all your questions, no matter what you want to ask me, ask!

I’ve got the answer! So write me a letter or i’ll come to your house and steal your mail ... cuz I’m CrAzY!!

Dear Postmeister,

I’d like to congratulate "Game Fan”

for being the best mag in the busi-

ness! Your reviews are unparalleled, as

you know exactly what a gamer is look-

ing for in a game. Also the amount of

pictures you accompany with your

reviews are amazing! “Other Stuff” has

got to be the best column that I have

ever read in any magazine. But above

all, what separates “Game Fan” from

the other mags are the amount of adver-

tisements you run! I hope your read-

ers aren’t fooled by the “thickness” of

the other mags. Over half of its contents

are ads! This fact makes Game Fan
the biggest and best! Your format makes

reading much easier,as there is not an

ad on every other page. Keep up the

great work!

Dear Postmeister,

First off I love your mag and if you’ve

got the answers I've got the questions.

When is Mortal Kombat due for SNES?
Will they keep the violence (such as

pulling out your opponents heart) in?

Any idea how the buttons will be on

the SNES (like block, low punch, etc.)

Will Reptile be on the SNES version, and

if so can you be him? And last but not

least will Art Of Fighting be on the SNES.

Thanks a lot.

Jeff Hutchins

Dear Jeff,

The latest wordon Mortal Kombat is that

the carnage may be accessible by a

special code. What type ofcode (Action

be coming out? Also I heard Art Of

Fighting is coming out on the Sega
CD. Is it true?

Jose De La Torre

Los Angeles, California

Dear Jose,

SF2 Champion Edition will be released

as a 16 meg cartridge in September.

There are currently no plans for a CD
version due to the fact that not enough

people own CDs yet to make it desirable

to Capcom/Sega (although a Street

Fighter 2 CD would undoubtedly sell a

whole lot ofSega CDs). Toansweryour

second question, C&L already has a six

button stick ready to go for the Genesis.

And lastly, at the C.E.S. last January

there was a lot of talk that Sega had

Richard Mota '

La Canada, California A

Dear Richard,

You're right about one thing, we don’t

have too maijy ads. That's the price

we pay for ouf knowledge, import cov-

erage and honesty. What we do have

isyou, ourreaders, you're who we make
this magazine for, not the advertisers,

and we will never change that. That’s

why we need your support. We have

chosen to rely on reader support rather

than ad revenues to keep Game Fan

going. So we thankyou and ail ourread-

ers for your support. Also, if in the future

we do get more ads we will add to the

contents accordingly to make sure you
always get what you pay for when you
buy Game Fan.

Replay or controller) we don't know.

This info comes from a reliable source

but as always, could change. Would they

release the code to gamers above the

age of 18 only? And if so what would

keep it from spreading to youngerplay-

ers? I guess we won't know until its

release (Aug. -Oct.). As for Reptile, we'll

find out, but our source also tells usyou

will most likely get to control the last

two bosses. And lastly check out Other

Stuff forscreen shots ofArt ofFighting

for the SNES. Looks good huh! Thanks

for the letter.

Dear Postmeister,

I called Sega a few weeks back and they

tpld me that this June their six button

controller will be coming out, at the same
time Street Fighter 2 CD will be released.

The question I have is that if a joystick

like the C&L Champion joystick will

bought the rights to Art of Fighting

but no official announcement has yet

been made. We will undoubtedly find

out forsure at the upcomingJune show.

We have big ears here at GF. Thanksfor

the letter.

Dear Postmeister,

First kudos to you guys for producing

such a high quality mag. You not only

take us to the next level but light years

beyond. I’m really glad you brought back

the game preview photos at the end of

the Sega, Nintendo, Turbo, and Neo Geo
sections. I loved the shots you showed

of Silpheed CD. It looks to be one of

the hottest CDs of ‘93. How about more

pixs of this spectacular title? I was won-

dering if you have any information on

Wing Commander for the Sega CD; none

of the other mags seem to be able to

provide any solid info on this kick butt
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game. Did Sega and Capcom show any

demos of Street Fighter 2: CE at their

March 1 0 press conference? Also, does

Wolf Team plan on making Apros shown

in your Feb. ‘93 issue on page 79, avail-

able on the Sega Cd? And who has

the home video game rights to Namco's

StarBlade? Thanks for listening.

Increase the Peace!

Tamuka D. Rwizi

Rialto, California

Dear Tamuka,

Thanks for the Kudos but if we give

the Postmeister chocolate he may con-

vulse. I hope you like the new Silpheed

shots in previews that Game Arts was
kind enough to give us, we are work-

ing daily on getting a review copy. As
for Wing Commander, it is still on the

unknown list in Japan along with a lot

of other earlier announced titles such

as Powerdrift and World Rally. We ll

make some calls and try to get some
updated shots and info for our next

issue. If they're available, we ll get

'em. I'm sure you already know about

SF2 and the Sega/Capcom deal so I I

I

move on. The guy who was develop-

ing Apros has left Wolfteam (along with

many others) and is starting his own
company. He told Kei that he will con-

tinue development but is unsure of what

format Apros will appear on. (It may
be several.) OtherX-Wolfteam employ-

ees can be found at the newly found-

ed company Gau Entertainment work-

ing on Ex-Ranza. So you 'll get that

Wolfteam look from Gau. As for

StarBlade, our good friends at Namco
are talking 3D0, probably the only sys-

tem capable ofharnessing its awesome
power. Thanks for the letter.

Dear Postmeister,

I am writing in regards to your mags
excellent review of Fatal Fury for the

Genesis in your April issue. While I

am a totally loyal patron of your mag I

also read several other mags so I can

get a variety of input about new releas-

es. While reading one of your com-
petitors most haneous contributions to

Videogamedom, I came across anoth-

er review of Fatal Fury for the Genesis.

Their review said that the control was
lacking and special moves were hard to

negotiate. This is exactly opposite what

your mag said. After reading both

reviews I did the only logical thing that

a Genesis owner starving for a one on

one fighter would do. I bought the game
for a cool $65.00. (chump change com-
pared to what I blew on that other lame

mag for years). And so the a battle was
born to find out who was king of mags
and was receiving a mondo payoff to

slam this excellent game. After about

an hour of game play the victor was
decided hands down. The controls were

smooth and special moves easy to mas-

ter. Game Fan is the king of mags. I have

but one request and I’m sure all the other

gamers out there feel the same. We need

an honest mag that gives honest reviews

and right now, even though your mag
is so young, you’re the one to beat.

So keep up the totally excellent work

and keep away from the evil payoffs

of you know who. Thanks.

Tom “Muzzier” Smyth

Cross Lanes, West Virginia

coverage and ask if they could use
ourcrisp, clearscreen shots for the back

of their box. Fatal Fury also received

high marks in Japan, where reviewers

are very tough, especially on fighting

games. The reason I speak so angrily

about the other guys is because every

time we turn around there ’s a knife in

our back or in someone else ’s that we
have relations with. For instance, in their

May issue they refer to us as juvenile,

swearing that we were wrong andSega
does own Silpheed. Today is April25th,

Kei called Game Arts just hours ago,

and again, they are very upset about

this rumor. At this time at leastone other

developer is making a bid for the rights,

and these allegations don 't help at all.

Game Arts wentas foras naving us Fax

them the article. That's fact. We're just

dedicatedgamers who got luckyenough
to make you guys a magazine. For hav-

ing all those “millions ” ofreaders those

other guys sure snivel a lot. Any way
thanks for the letter Muzzier, I’ve been

waiting for a chance to get this off my
chest for a long time.
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U.S. OR IMPORT, THERE’S ONLY ONE CALL TO MAKE

LEADING THE WAY IN THE MAIL ORDER VIDEO GAME MARKET

FATAL FURY 2

SPR. SD. KIKS.

VIEWPOINT
3 COUNT BOUT
MAG. LRD. 2
WRLD. HROS. 2
CALL FOR DATES

DRAGON BALL Z (SF)

FATAL FURY 2 (GEO)

JAGUAR XJ 220 (SCO)

APRIL-MAY
BRAWL BROTHERS
FATAL FURY
CYBERNATOR
UTOPIA
VIKINGS
DREAM PROBE
TAZ-MANIA
DUNGEON MASTER
YOSHI’S COOKIE
SHADOW RUN
SPELLCRAFT
MVP FOOTBALL
MECH WARRIOR
SUPER TURRICAN
KAWASAKI CHALL.
T2 JUDGEMENT
ALIEN 3
SPR HIGH IMPACT
ROCKY & POCKY
BATTLETOADS
WOLFCHILD
SLAPSHOT
ALIEN VS. PREDATOR
HUGE SELECTION OF SNES
TITLES! ALWAYS IN STOCK

APRIL-MAY
RADICAL RACING
AEROBIZ
RBI ‘93

WOLFCHILD
COOL SPOT
SHINING FORCE
OUT OF THIS WORLD
T2 JUDGEMENT DAY
RACE DRIVIN'

WAYNE'S WORLD
FLASHBACK
HUMANS
ELEMENTAL MASTER

RIOT ZONE
LORDS OF THUNDER
DUNGEON EXP 2

BONK 3
BOMBERMAN ‘93

BEYOND SHADOWGATE (TBA)

[SEGAEE
APRIL-MAY
BATMAN RETURNS
TERMINATOR
FINAL FIGHT
MONTANA NFL
JAGUAR XJ-220
DRACULA
DOLPHIN
DARK WIZARD
COOL SPOT
DUNGEON MASTER CD
COMING IN JUNE

IKARI (SF)

FIEND HUNTER (PCDUO)



EX-LANZA (MD) FINAL FIGHT (MCD) SILPHEEO (MCD) DEAD DANCE (SF)

FOR FAST OVERNIGHT DELIVERY CALL

818-774-2000
FOR INFORMATION, TIPS, ETC. PLEASE CALL

818-883-6243
if you’re in the area visit the new Die Hard Super Store at

18612 VENTURA BLVD., TARZANA, CA 91356
WE ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD • WE SHIP FED-EX OVERNIGHT OR UPS

(FREE GROUND SHIPPING OVER $100 INSIDE THE U.S.)

/71EGf\a?
APRIL-MAY
ANNETTE AGAIN
DEVASTATOR
FINAL FIGHT
ILLUSION CITY
ARCUS 123
o y q fyfR
NINJA WARRIORS
NIGHT STRIKER
COMING SOON:
SILPHEED
PREBOOK EARLY!

APRIL-MAY
ULTRAMAN
EX-LANZA
DOREMON
J-LEAGUE SOCCER
(4 PLAYER)
GAUNTLET
(4 PLAYER)
SPLATTERHOUSE 3
I A/ STOCK NOW

APRIL-MAY
FIEND HUNTER (SCD)
DUNGEON EXPLORER (SCD)
MONSTER MAKER (SCD)
IN STOCK NOW
HORROR STORY
DOUBLE DRAGON
STREET FIGHTER II

(20 MEG) AVAILABLE JUNE
BATMAN (SF)

ON SALE NOW

IN STOCK NOW
LAST FIGHTER TWIN
TWIN BEE
DRAGON BALL Z 1 0NI
NIGEL MANSELL FI GP2
BLUES BROTHERS
APRIL-MAY
BREATH OF FIRE (CAPCOM 12 MEG)
NEUGIER
BOMBERMAN '93 (4 PLAYER)
IKARI WARRIORS
DEAD DANCE
FINAL FIGHT 2 (COMING IN MAY)

STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDI-

TION HITS THE GENESIS (16 MEG) AND
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Data East USA. Inc.
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4s Seen in GamePro

Watch your back. . . shoot straight,

and never, ever, cut a deal with a dragon
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JAMES BOND
i. 007* duel

I ley, now it's ifour (urn to be James Bond!

All you have to do is rescue hostage

scientists from a Caribbean island.

Defeat a mad professor and

,• his ruthless army.

M Take on all of Bonds
M I old arch enemies. Enter

a volcano. Blow up an

L > t enemy space shuttle. And
M

t

of course, save the world.

a

M

l That’s not too much to ask

wEm ^ of you. the world’s greatest

I secret agent... is it?
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